
STUNG

On DVD Monday 26th October 2015.

Fast Sell: 

Fast-paced horror-comedy that sees a swarm of giant mutant 
wasps attacks a society garden party. A modern twist on 
B-movies such as Them! and Piranha, its gory fun and sense 
of humour will be a huge hit with horror fans. Featuring a 
cast of up-and-coming talent and genre fan favourite Lance 
Henriksen.

Key Talent:

• Matt O’Leary (The Lone Ranger, Die Hard 4.0, In Time)
• Jessica Cook (TV’s Awkward)
• Lance Henriksen (Aliens, The Terminator, TV’s 

Millenium)
• Clifton Collins Jr (Pacific Rim, Star Trek, Transcendence)

Director
• Benni Diez (feature debut)

Synopsis: 

An upper-class garden party on a country estate turns to 
bloody chaos when a swarm of mutated wasps descends to 
feast upon its guests.

Trying to escape the deadly insects, catering staffers Paul 
(Matt O’Leary) and Julia (Jessica Cook) retreat inside of the 
mansion with a handful of survivors, including the town’s 
mayor (Lance Henriksen) and local eccentric Sydney (Clifton 
Collins Jr). 

But with each victim they consume, the wasps grow bigger 
and it’s only a matter of time before the survivors finds 
themselves trapped inside a giant nest… 
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Why We Like It:

Stung doesn’t waste any time getting to point – the action comes thick and fast, as the film’s deadly mutant wasps 
arrive to spoil the party. 

Genre aficionados are sure to love it, with feature debut director Benni Diez packing the film with stomach-
churning gore, practical monster effects and horror in-jokes. And its fan-pleasing climax will have you buzzing for a 
sequel.

There’s a great cast on hand too. Matt O’Leary (The Lone Ranger, Die Hard 4.0) is a major rising talent, while 
Clifton Collins Jr (Pacific Rim, Star Trek) is fast becoming this generation’s most recognisable character actors, and 
Lance Henriksen (Aliens, The Terminator) lends some serious B-movie credentials.

Stinging good fun!

Hot Quotes

‘‘A fun, gruesome mutant bug movie.’ - Kim Newman

“A gore-filled, black comedy with a sting in it’s tail.” - Kat Hughes / The Hollywood News

“Bee-rutal - awesome fun” - Luke Owen / Flickering Myth


